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http://evidencemag.com/flexible-dieting-basics/

The 4 Essential Elements of Flexible Dieting
Flexible dieting has several different interpretations, but we’re going to define it with 
the following four criteria:
Modifying your diet based on your preferences, goals, and tolerances.
Letting yourself enjoy your favorite foods in moderation without feeling guilty or 
deprived.
Staying calm and sticking to your diet if you do overeat, or have something that’s not 
“on” your diet.

Please make sure to read the article to take a closer look at each of these principles 
broken down:  http://evidencemag.com/flexible-dieting-basics/
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More on IIFYM:  http://iifym.com/category/faq/

Optional online macros calculator:  http://www.macrofit.com/macro-calculator/  or 
http://iifym.com
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In the study of exercise science, there are several universally accepted scientific 
exercise training principles that must be followed in order to get the most from 
exercise programs and improve both physical fitness and sports performance. To 
design an optimal exercise program, workout or training schedule, a coach or athlete 
needs to adhere to the follow six principles of exercise science

The best training programmes are built on principles of specificity, overload, 
progression and reversibility. You can also use the FITT acronym to help remember 
the key things to consider when tailoring programmes for individual sporting goals. It 
stands for; Frequency, Intensity, Time and Type.
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http://www.nationalacademies.org/hmd/~/media/Files/Activity%20Files/Nutrition/D
RI-Tables/8_Macronutrient%20Summary.pdf
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Source:  http://healthyeater.com/flexible-dieting-calculator

When getting started with Flexible Dieting the most important thing to calculate is 
your TDEE (Total Daily Energy Expenditure).

Basic Formula
The Mifflin, M. D., St Jeor formula is one of the most popular and one of the most 
respected methods used to calculate your TDEE. Here is the formula used to calculate 
your Resting Energy Expenditure (REE), which is the energy it takes to run your body 
without any movement.

Here’s what the formula looks like.
For males:
10 x weight (kg) + 6.25 x height (cm) – 5 x age (y) + 5 = REE
For females: 
10 x weight (kg) + 6.25 x height (cm) – 5 x age (y) – 161 = REE
Tip: Remember your high school math lesson about Order of Operations: (PEMDAS 
from left to right) when solving the equation for yourself.
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REE is also referenced as Basal Metabolic Rate or BMR.
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Since most people don’t lie in bed all day doing absolutely nothing, we next have to 
figure out movement expenditure or TDEE
Sedentary
Just normal everyday activity like a little walking, a couple flights of stairs, eating, 
talking etc. (REE X 1.2)
Light activity
Any activity that burns an additional 200-400 calories for females or 250-500 calories 
for a males more than your sedentary amount. (REE x 1.375)
Moderate activity
Any activity that burns an additional 400-650 calories for females or 500-800 calories 
for males more than your sedentary amount. (REE x 1.55)
Very Active
Any activity that burns more than about 650 calories for females or more than 800 
calories for males in addition to your sedentary amount. (REE x 1.725)
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Use the online calculator:  http://iifym.com/iifym-calculator/
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Use the online calculator:  http://iifym.com/iifym-calculator/
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Now Calculate Macros: Protein, Fat, & Carbs
So you’ve got your TDEE sorted. Hi Five! Now let’s figure out the macronutrient ratios 
that will make up your diet.

Here are the calorie values for each macronutrient:
1g Protein = 4 Calories
1g Carbohydrate = 4 Calories
1g Fat = 9 Calories
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Protein
First let’s start with protein. Protein is essential for the growth of new tissue as well 
as fixing broken tissue – like what happens when you work out. Protein should be 
your new best friend if you want to gain or maintain muscle.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/24864135
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/28630601
https://examine.com/nutrition/how-much-protein-do-you-need/#summary5
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Fat
Next, let’s calculate fat. Fat has been demonized as the reason most of us are, well, 
fat. But that’s simply not true.
Fats can be incredibly beneficial for hitting your body composition goals, but they also 
affect our hormones – too little fat in our diet can be very harmful.
There are lots of opinions out there when it comes to how much fat.  Let’s start by 
designate 25% of overall TDEE calories to fat. This may be adjusted, but this is the 
starting point.

To figure out 25% of Overall TDEE: 
2548Calories x 0.25 ( = 637 Calories) divided by 9 (9 calories per gram of fat) = 71 Fat 
.
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Final Macros: 123 g Protein, Fat 71 g and 354 g Carbohydrates for this girl to 
maintain his current weight.
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MY FITNESS PAL:  How to customize your goals-
https://myfitnesspal.desk.com/customer/portal/articles/12035-can-i-customize-my-
nutritional-goals-

TOP 10 IIYFM FOR FLEXIBLE DIETING:  http://healthyeater.com/iifym-tools
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HOW TO SCREEN YOUR CLIENTS
1. Set up an initial meeting, phone call or create questionnaire

• Get background
• Set Goals (ie weight loss, weight gain, maintenance)
• Get waiver 

2. Gather their information for macros
• Age, weight, activity level, height

3. Create their macro plan & present to client
• Explain the macros and how you came to that number
• Set your progress check in (I recommend measurements and weekly 

progress pics!)
• Provide a recommended list of foods (like the FC Grocery guide!) and 

sample meal plan based on their specific macros.  This will give them a 
great idea of how to do it themselves

• Provide workout plan (recommended to do both!)
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Check in after first week in case of need for a 
tweak

• For example, you may change ratio of fats 
to carbs in case of low energy 

4. Revisit the plan after approx 6 weeks.  
• You need to give it time to see how it 

reacts but will need to recalculate as the 
body composition changes
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5. Make sure your clients celebrate progress!
• Non food related celebrations ie manicure, 

pedicure, etc
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GREAT TOOL TO SEND TO YOUR CLIENTS:

http://www.precisionnutrition.com/cost-of-getting-lean-infographic
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Source:  http://www.precisionnutrition.com/all-about-carb-cycling

There are different methods of carb cycling. However, the common theme behind 
them is that protein and fat intake stay relatively constant while carbohydrate intake 
is manipulated.

Carb cycling also typically involves calorie cycling. Since carbohydrates have 4 calories 
per gram, adjusting carbohydrate intake while keeping fat and protein more or less 
the same can greatly alter calorie intake.

Days where carbohydrates (and usually calories) are increased are often known as 
“re-feed” days.

Dr. Berardi gives a nice definition of re-feed as a planned increase in calorie intake 
that lasts 8 – 12 hours and usually consists of a large increase in carbohydrates.
Re-feeds usually occur when dieting and are scheduled in order to provide a brief day 
of psychological relief as well as a number of physiological benefits.
An example of a re-feed is following a strict diet of 1500kcal 5 days per week and 
consuming 2500kcal of clean bodybuilding foods (the additional kcal coming mostly 
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from carbohydrates) on the other 2 days.
Since carbohydrate intake will be increased on the re-feed days, it is important to 
scale back the fat and protein intake slightly. Carbohydrates have a protein sparing 
effect so less dietary protein is required. This will allow for one’s calorie count to 
remain in check.
The same principles of good nutrition apply equally to “everyday” eating and carb 
cycling phases, including proper meal frequency, omega-3 fat intake, adequate 
protein and fiber intake, plenty of vegetables, etc.

Summary and recommendations

• Use carb cycling only if you are nutritionally advanced and have exhausted basic 
methods.

• Use only for a short duration.
• Pick a carb cycling strategy depending on how you feel with lower carb intake days, 

how much muscle mass you carry, your physique goals and length of time you 
anticipate on the carb cycle.

• After a carb cycling strategy has been selected, you need to establish your calorie 
intake goal.

• Second, establish a protein intake goal (which remains relatively constant).
• Third, establish a fat intake goal (again, relatively constant).
• Finally, pick a carbohydrate intake goal for the different days. Then divide your 

total intake of all the nutrients up into regular feeding intervals with appropriate 
spacing due to workouts.

• Schedule the re-feeding times. You are ready to go!
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To see full carb cycle plan, please visit:  http://www.precisionnutrition.com/all-about-
carb-cycling
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There are different methods of carb cycling. However, the common theme behind 
them is that protein and fat intake stay relatively constant while carbohydrate intake 
is manipulated.
Source:  http://www.precisionnutrition.com/all-about-carb-cycling

Calorie and carb cycling
Whether your goal is to lose weight, build muscle, see your abs, or get back in shape, 
carb and calorie cycling can make a real difference.

While it may have a fancy name, carb cycling is simply eating more carbohydrates on 
some days – usually on high volume or high intensity days – and eating fewer 
carbohydrates on other days – usually low volume, low intensity, or off days.
We focus on carbohydrates (and not protein or fats) because carbs seem to influence 
body composition, how you look, and how you feel the most. By changing 
carbohydrate and therefore calorie intake on particular days, we can keep fat loss 
going and metabolic rate humming along, without the ill effects of stringent calorie or 
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carb restriction.

The carb and calorie cycling approach is pretty simple, and based on your activity.

On the days you’re not lifting weights – or days you’re just doing low intensity or 
short duration exercise – eat a baseline diet of mostly protein, vegetables and healthy 
fats with minimal carbs.

On the days you are lifting weights – or you’re doing longer duration high intensity 
exercise – add starchy carbs to your baseline diet.

And that’s pretty much it. No need to measure grams or count calories. Just follow a 
baseline diet on lower carb days. And add carbs on higher carb days.

More info:

http://www.bodybuilding.com/fun/top-5-facts-you-should-know-about-carb-cycling-
and-fat-loss.htm
http://www.bodybuilding.com/fun/carb-cycling-for-six-pack-abs.htm
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Summary and recommendations
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